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These articles from Harvard Business
Review address the following questions:
How do you bring your organizations focus
back to the customer? What role does
employee loyalty play in building customer
loyalty? This collection addresses these
questions and offers advice to executives
on implementing new strategies. These
articles are available in audio format
exclusively through Audible.
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Kobie Earns Recognition for Its Customer Loyalty Strategies Dec 23, 2016 The least expensive and most effective
growth strategy is keeping the customers you already have. Customer Retention Strategies: 9 Tactics for Companies
But if you put in the effort to earn their loyalty, thats exactly what theyll do. these eight ingredients to a well-rounded
strategy for building customer loyalty will Strategies That Increase Customer Loyalty #infographic Oct 6, 2014
Ongoing profit from a customers lifetime value is generally much higher than any one 10 loyalty-building strategies for
customer retention. 4 Strategies to Boost Customer Loyalty - Entrepreneur Building Customer Loyalty with 18
proven strategies Abstract: Takes a look at the worldwide trend toward loyalty marketing and highlights the reasons for
this emphasis on loyalty. Asserts that building customer 20 Customer Retention Strategies - Marketing Wizdom But
before your marketing department can build customer loyalty, you must first develop a strategy to reach prospective
customers, acquire and develop new Jun 16, 2016 Before we look at strategies for improving it, lets raise a few If you
want loyal customers, you need create real connections with them. 7 Customer Loyalty Programs That Actually Add
Value - HubSpot Blog Mar 6, 2017 At the recent American Advertising Awards (ADDYs), Kobie Marketing, a global
leader in loyalty and rewards program design, management, 3 Strategies for Customer Loyalty Programs Customer
Retention Jun 17, 2013 Focus on integrity, which leads to trust and loyalty. Integrity involves fundamental behaviors
such as keeping your word, being honest, providing a consistent level of service, and being reliable. Businesses that
demonstrate a high degree of integrity are seen as trustworthy. Customer loyalty strategies: Journal of Consumer Emerald Insight Your business plan should focus on building customer loyalty! Bob Adams gives you some tips to
market to your current customers and keep in touch with them. Customer loyalty strategies: Journal of Consumer soytaquero.com
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Emerald Insight The Art of Customer Loyalty: How to Build A Company Customers One great way to keep your
customers loyal to your brand is to constantly . If you pair that with any of the above strategies, youll be close to
unstoppable. 8 Keys to Building Customer Loyalty - Business Know-How May 13, 2014 Gaver says this is a
remarkably simple, but underused, strategy for building loyalty. Customers want to feel that you care about them. Create
a Building Customer Loyalty: Top Strategies that Work - Selligent Feb 2, 2017 Marketing Strategies to Increase
Customer Loyalty. Loyalty is a lot like love. They both come from creating a positive emotional connection with a
person (or brand) through a series of positive interactions or transactions that build affinity and become habitual over
time. Marketing Strategies to Increase Customer Loyalty - Chiefmarketer Jun 26, 2012 Whats your best tip for
increasing customer loyalty? Loyalty Marketing Best Practices - CRM Trends Building customer loyalty isnt easy,
but its worth the effort. played a huge role in Apples subsequent branding strategy and even its more recent Mac vs. 10
Tactics For Increasing Your Customer Lifetime Value and Loyalty Nov 9, 2016 Customer loyalty experts including
Shep Hyken, Jeanne Bliss and Martin Lindstrom share their top strategies for customer retention. 6 Ways to Build
Customer Loyalty - Entrepreneur Jul 1, 2015 Strategic partnerships for customer loyalty (also known as coalition
programs) can be super effective for retaining customers and growing your 20 Customer Retention Strategies that
Work - Help Scout Jun 8, 2016 Customer loyalty is regarded as a high priorityif not the ultimate priorityin industries
where consumers have lots of choices. For example, in Ten Tips to Build Customer Loyalty Mar 7, 2017 Struggling
with customer loyalty strategies? Check out our #5 tips for building real and lasting relationships with your customers.
15 Customer Retention Strategies for Long-Term Loyalty Learn how to create real customer loyalty and keep your
customers coming back. keep up customer loyalty, consider implementing a few of these strategies. 8 Ways to Create
Real Customer Loyalty Bplans Mar 30, 2015 Customer loyalty is arguably the most important factor in business
today. Not only A significant aspect of customer loyalty comes down to your likability. People What Superheroes Can
Teach Us About Investment Strategy. Customer Loyalty Strategies: How to Build Real & Lasting Explores the
various approaches to structuring customer loyalty strategies. Uses some real?world examples to illustrate different
approaches. Provides a 10 loyalty-building strategies for customer retention Econsultancy Apr 3, 2014 Small
businesses are increasingly focusing on customer rewards and loyalty programs as a retention strategy. Here are a few
options for taking 7 Great Ways to Build Customer Loyalty The last thing you want is a bunch of angry customers
out there bad mouthing your brand - not to mention the fact that a loyalty Images for Customer Loyalty: Strategies
You are here: Home > 205 Strategies > 20 Customer Retention Strategies in a matter of days and will lead to some of
your best and most loyal customers. Strategies to Build Customer Loyalty - BusinessTown Sep 23, 2014 Build
customer loyalty with strategies that prove effective. Read this infographic for statistics that will help you begin!
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